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AssrRAcr
We have used scanningtunneling microscopy (STM) to investigate defectsin Ag- and
Sb-bearing galena from Zacatecas,Mexico. Large-areascansproduced images of topographic features that formed during cleavage.Pits occur that are from l0 to 300 nm in
diameter and > 30 nm deep and are surrounded by what appear to be crystal fragments.
Thesepits are interpreted as the remains of diaphorite inclusions that were plucked during
cleavage.
Most of our atomic-resolution imageshave 0.42-nm periodicities, correspondingto the
distancebetweencorner and face-centeredatoms in the galenastructure. This periodicity
indicates that only half the atoms are resolved in the images.Defects in surfacestructure
consist of atoms that are laterally displacedfrom their ideal positions, resulting in kinking
of atomic rows that parallel [110]. Thesedefectsare unlike any reported in previous STM
studies of galena, suggestingthat they are unique to the Ag- and Sb-bearingsamples.A
possibleexplanation for theselocal disruptions ofthe structureis strain causedby grouped
substitution of Ag and Sb for Pb.

INtnooucrroN
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has been used
to image defectson the atomic scalein Ag- and Sb-bearing galenaas part ofongoing researchusing STM (Sharp
et al., 1989) and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) (Sharp and Buseck, 1989; Cabri
et al., 1989; Miser and Buseck,l99l) to investigatethe
occurrence of precious metals in sulfide minerals. The
distributions of precious metals in sulfides,such as Ag in
galena,are of importance for understandinghow foreign
atoms are accommodatedin sulfidesand for maximizing
recovery during ore processing(Cabri, 1987; Cabri et al.,
1985).The Ag-bearing sulfidesare complex, and the distribution of Ag between microscopic inclusions and PbS
solid solutions is of fundamental importance. Concentrations of Ag coupled with Sb and Bi in galenahave been
investigated using high-sensitivity analytical techniques
such as proton-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) (Cabri et
al., 1984, 1985) and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) (Chryssouliset al., 1986; Mclntyre et al., 1984),
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but little has beendone using high spatial resolution techniques to distinguish apparentsolid solution from microscopic inclusions.
STM is a powerful technique for investigating the
atomic structure and morphology of semiconductingsurfacesbecauseit provides quantitative, real-space,atomresolved images on the subnanometer scale as well as
topographic imageson the scaleofabout l0 to 103nanometers.Becauseof the high resolution (10.02 nm) in the
z direction available with STM, even low-magnification
imagesprovide morphological information that is not attainable by methods such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM). High-magnification imagesshow the topography of electronic states involved in the tunneling
process.Under such conditions the image correspondsto
a surfaceof constant local density of states(LDOS), which
reflects the positions of surface atoms (Tersoff and Hamann, 1985). Real-spaceimaging allows observation of
individual defects such as steps, dislocations (Zheng et
al., 1988; Cotterill and Bartlett, 1990), vacancies,and
substitutional defectson surfaces(Hammers, 1988;Hammers and Demuth, 1988). Interpretation of defects is
complicated by the fact that the electronic structure may
differ significantly from that of the defect-free surface,
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making the distinction betweenelectronic and geometric
effectsdifficult (Tersoffand Hamann, 1985).
ExprmvrnNTAL METHoDS AND
SAMPLE

DESCRIPIIONS

STM experiments were conducted in a vacuum-compatible tunneling microscope to achieve atomic resolution of substitutional defects.W tips were made by electrochemical etching in I M KOH. Galena sampleswere
cleaved in air and immediately loaded into the vacuum
chamber, which was evacuatedto a pressure<10 5 torr
within 30 min of cleaving. Imaging was conducted at
pressures<10 i torr from 12 h to several days after
cleaving. Images were collected after scanningfor a sufficiently long time to eliminate tip instabilities.
PreviousstudiesofO-exposed{100} surfacesofgalena
indicate that they are relatively inert with respectto oxidation (Hagstrom and Fahlman, 1978; Grandke and
Cardona, 1980). Exposuresofgalena {100} surfacesto
l0''z Langmuirsof O, (l Langmuir equals l0-6 torrs) resulted in only physisorption of Or, so we believe that
oxidation of our samplesduring their 30-min exposureto
air is insignificant. Moreover, physisorption of O, on galena { 100} surfacesis reversible (Grandke and Cardona,
1980),and therefore most adsorbedO, was probably removed in the vacuum before we imaged the surface.AIthough moleculesother than O, may have been adsorbed
on our samples,previous STM studies of galenaimaged
in air and silicone oil (Hochella et al., 1989; Eggleston
and Hochella, I 990) suggestthat other adsorbatessuch as
CO, and HrO, as well as silicone oil, do not affect the
structure of galena {100} surfaces.
Galena has the NaCl structure, with perfect {100}
cleavageand cell parametera:0.594 nm. The unit mesh
ofa {100} surfaceis face centered,with Pb located at
(0,0) and (l/2,1/2) and S atoms at (l/2,0) and (0,1/2).
The separationbetween Pb and S atoms on a {100} surface is 0.297 nm, and that between Pb (or S) atoms is
0.424 nm. Imaging pure PbS in vacuum with a tip bias
of - 500 mV has produced imageswhere both atom species were resolved (Zheng et al., 1988). In these images
one of the speciesprotrudes from the surfacemore than
the other. Basedon the greater chargedensity for anions
in Pb chalcogenides(Dalven, 1973), the protruding species were interpreted as 52 anions (Zheng et al., 1988).
STM ofgalena {100} surfacesin air and siliconeoil has
producedimagesshowinghalf the atoms or all the surface
atoms, dependingon sample bias (Egglestonand Hochella, 1990).Using bias dependenceand electronicstructure,
they concluded that S speciesare preferentially imaged
with a high positive tip bias, whereas images with both
atoms are producedwith negativeor low positive tip bias.
With these results in mind, we would expect to seeboth
S and Pb in our atomic-resolution images.
Samplesof Ag-bearinggalenafrom the Zacatecasmine
in Mexico were chosen for study becausethey contain
signiflcant Ag concentrationsand consist of large crystals
(up to 2 cm). Largecrystalswere neededto make cleavage

fragments(>6 mm wide) that could be easily clamped in
our sampleholder. Backscatteredelectronimaging of these
samples showed many Ag-bearing inclusions. Electron
microprobe analysesof the inclusion-freegalenaindicate
variable concentrationsofAg and Sb, ranging from 0 up
to 0.51 and 0.69 wto/0,respectively,with averagevalues
of 0.16 and0.24 wto/0.Although substitution of Ag* for
Pb'7*is usually coupled with that of Sb3+or Bi3+, there
is only a weak positive correlation between the Ag and
Sb concentrations,and there is no detectableBi in these
samples.Sb is generallymore concentratedthan Ag, suggestingthat there are additional defects, such as Pb vacancies,that maintain chargebalance.
STM nvrlcns
Surface morphology
Cleaved{100} surfacesofAg-bearinggalena,like those
of Ag-free samplesexamined in previous studies (Zheng
et al., 1988;Hochellaet a1.,1989),are not atomicallyflat
over large areas. Instead, the morphologies of cleavage
surfacesare complex, reflecting the effectsof defects on
the cleavageprocess. In Ag-bearing galena flat regions
occur on some surfaces,but they are usually associated
with steps(4.5-nm stepsin Fig. l). The Ag-bearingsamples also have surfacepits ranging from l0 to 300 nm in
diameter that are surrounded by topographically high
regions(Fig. l). These pits have a variety of shapes,with
depths greater than 30 nm. Probing such narrow pits is
limited by the tip geometry, so only a minimum depth
could be determined.
HRTEM imagesindicate that rod-shapedinclusions of
diaphorite (PbrAgrSbrSr)occur throughout the samples,
ranging in diameter from tens to hundreds of nanometers
(Sharp and Buseck, 1989).A possibleexplanation for the
surfacepits is that they were left behind where inclusions
were plucked during cleavage.The rough areas around
the pits appearto be accumulationsof debris from pluckrng.
Surface structure
Most ofthe atomic-resolution imagesofthe Ag-bearing
sampleshave 0.42-nm comrgations (Figs. 2, 3a), indicating that only half of the atoms in the structure contribute
to the image. Basedon previous STM studies(referenced
above) and chargedensity of bulk PbS samples(Dalven,
1973),these speciesare probably S atoms. Imagesshowing all the surface atoms were also observed on these
samples.Both types of imageswere obtained on the same
sample with the same tip bias and tunnel current, suggesting that changesin tip structure as well as bias can
play a significant role in the atomic-resolution imaging of
galena.Such tip-surface interactions have been proposed
to explain anomalous resolution and comrgation amplitudes on close-packedmetal surfaces(Zheng and Tsong,
I 990).
The atomic-resolution imagesof Ag-bearinggalenaindicate kinks in the atomic rows that parallel the [10]
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Fig. l. low-magnification STM image of (a) a galena (001) cleavagesurface and (b) a cross section along line A-B showing
cleavage-relatedmorphology. The relief, representedby (c) the gray scale,is I I nm. A 4.5-nm step, clearly evident in the cross
section,nrns acrossthe center ofthe image (a). Also presentare deep (>30-nm) pits (arrows) that are surroundedby rough regions
that appear to consist of mineral fragments.

are aligned along [010] (Fig. 3a) forming bands that are
one unit-cell wide and at least five cells long. The bands
display smearingof the peaksalong [ 10] and lower corrugation amplitudes (Fig. 2), possibly causedby different
atomic speciesand a local differencein the surfbceLDOS.
The interpretations presentedhere are basedon a limited number ofobservations and so are tentative, subject
to additional atomic-resolution imaging. The bands of
displaced surfaceatoms are interpreted as regions of strain,
either localized at the surfaceor from defectsintersecting
the surface. Similar defects have not been reported in
previous STM studies ofgalena. The defect surface(Fig.
3a) is compared to a Ag- and defect-freegalena surface
(Fig. 3b) to further illustrate the kinked rows. The Agfree image (from Zheng et al., 1988) was collected on a
very similar STM systemwith cleaving and imaging conditions nearly identical to thoseusedin the presentstudy.
Surface defectsthat were observed on Ag-free galena were
interpreted in terms of dislocationsintersectingthe cleavage surface(Zheng et al., 1988). In the Ag-bearinggalena
there is no indication of atomic stepsor rows terminating
at the defects,presumably ruling out dislocations as the
source of the surfacedisplacements.
Surface-atom displacementsmay result from Ag and
40
nD
Sb substitution for Pb. Although the concentrations of
Fig. 2. Three-dimensional atomic-resolution image of a ga- Ag and Sb are not generallyequal, most analysesindicate
lena (001) surfaceshowingpeaksseparatedby 0.42 nm, probably
the presenceof both species.The ionic radius of Ag*
correspondingto S atoms. This image is displayed as a three(0.129 nm) nearly equalsthat of p6z+ (0.130 nm), but
dimensional surfacewith oblique illumination, as illustrated in
(0.090 nm) is much smaller and would result
the upper-right comer. Viewing the surface along [10] shows that of Sb3+
local distortion where substituted for Pb2*
in
significant
that the rows of atoms are kinked. The kinks are aligned along
(ionic
from
Shannon, 1976)-If substitution of Ag*
radii
(between
have
low
arrows)
into
bands
that
com.rgation
[010]
and Sb3* occurs in groups, there would likely be distoramplitudes and a smearedappearance.

direction on the surface (Figs. 2, 3a), reflecting lateral
displacementsof the surfaceatoms from their ideal positions. A region of sample displayed the kinks during
many scansof the area using different scanrates and imaging modes, indicating that the kinks are not artifacts of
the scanningconditions. The imagespresentedhere (Figs.
2, 3a) were taken in constant-heightmode using a relatively high scanning frequency of 50 Hz to minimize
sample drift. Such drift, which results in a distortion of
the entire image, does not causelocal distortions, so we
conclude that the observedkinks in Figures 2 and 3a are
not the result of sample drift. The offsets in I l0] rows
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Fig. 3. Gray-scaleimagesof (a) Ag-bearinggalena(4.3 nm x 4.3 nm) and (b) Ag-free galena(2.2 nm x 2.2 nm). The image of
Ag-bearing galena has 0.42-nm atomic separations indicating only S atoms contributing to the image, whereas the Ag-free galena
has 0.30-nm atomic separationsindicating both the S atoms (rows of light spots higblighted by dark lines) and the Pb atoms (rows
of light spots betweenthe dark lines). In both imagesthe rows of S atoms alone [10] are highlighted u.ith dark lines, illustrating
the kinks in the Ag-bearing galena.These kinks occur along bands ofsmeared structure that parallel [010] (betweenthe arrows).

tion over many unit cells. The displacementsof atoms rite inclusions during cleavage.Atomic-resolution images
seen in STM images could be the surfaceexpressionof indicate local distortions of the surfacestructure that may
such distortion.
be the result of Ag* and Sb3+substitution for Pb'*.
Substitution of Ag* and Sb3*for Pb,+ would also result
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